
Participating for the track fest after a hibernation of
2 years of Covid was a challenge. Testing my speed
and stamina in the 100mts, hurdles and relay was
exciting, The excitement was further added on with
the weather playing spoil sport with a heavy
downpour at the start time. It was a blessing as the
hot unbearable heat was transformed into a cool
evening fit for our track event. With equally qualified
athletes, the race was pressurizing at the same time
rewarding. Parent community enjoyed a lot seeing
their wards in action, cheering and snapping our
best shots for memory. Individually and group wise ,
I won 4 Gold medals and we, the DP team, were
undoubtedly the winners. Patience, endurance,
focus and team effort was the takeaway.
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Ready, Set Go!

~Ahil Rithvik-DP2



During the Track fest, as part of my CAS activity, I had the
opportunity of collecting funds for thet Aatral foundation,
which is a non-profit organization headed by our Managing
Director, Mr.Ashok kumar.The project is to renovate the
Government schools with the basic infrastructure required for
a child to study in a conducive environment. Managing the
Promo booth along with my friend Akshay and juniors- Diya
and Abhishek of IBDP-1, our challenge was to persuade the
parent community to contribute for the cause. We tried to
convince them by showcasing the focus of the project with
flyers and on a one-to-one basis we explained about the active
role that IBDP students play in the foundation. Also
futuristically how we further would like to expand our activities
and aim to succeed in rejuvenating all the Government schools
in Tamilnadu. Generous parents and students gladly
contributed to our crowdfunding process, supporting our
philanthropic passion to help the needy. This charitable activity
which catered to the welfare of the needy children was a
fruitful experience.

Well Fared!
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 ~Harshitha Sree-DP2

[FUNDRAISER][FUNDRAISER]



Pottery generally means the process of making
vessels or other objects using clay or ceramic
materials. Earliest forms of pottery were made
from clay and this has gained particular
importance in India, as clay vessels are now
popularly being used for cooking purposes. Since
we have been using clay pots for cooking at
home, I was excited when our school organized a
pottery class. I wanted to see the process and try
my hands at making it too. And this is exactly
what I did. Made a clay pot, painted it and now I
have planted an indoor plant and using it as a
decorative signature work of art. We were also
exposed to Warli art. Voila! I am happy to have
tested my creativity and hope to add on to my
home collection.

The 'C' in CAS
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 ~Hastha Satish-DP2

[ARTS & CRAFTS][ARTS & CRAFTS]



There were a wide range of universities from all
over the world for the career fair organized by our
school. All of the IDP representatives were very
informative and gave us vital information about
their universities and the difference in the
education system of those countries. They were
well-versed with the programmes of other
countries too and were aware of their countries’
advantages and disadvantages. They listened to
our requests and gave advice based on our
aspirations. They did not try to force us to join
their university but acted on our best interest
hence, it was beneficial in narrowing our
university choice. The purpose of career
counseling was met.

The Next Step
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 ~Yuvin Nehru Babu-DP2
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